
It is World War II, and Michael O’Shaunessey and his parents are in Nazi Germany. While they are the Irish ambassador to         
Germany, secretly they are also spies for Great Britain. To hide their true intentions, Michael must join the Hitler Youth. One day, 
his group is ordered to find a downed British Pilot. After hiding him, Michael and his parents come at night to pick him up.      
Meanwhile, Michael befriends Fritz, whose father is a part of a team developing a plane. Simon, the downed pilot reveals that his 
mission was to investigate t this plane. As Michael and Fritz bond, Michael discovers more about the plane, even using his        
photographic memory to memorize blueprints that Fritz shows him. Simon's escape goes all wrong, and Simon goes missing.    
Additionally, Michael has to find a way to get onto a secret team to find out what they intend on doing. [spoiler] In the end, it is 
decided that Michael will turn in his parents and Simon, who later returned, to get onto the team. Simon is killed, but Michael is 
added to the secret team, and they travel to Switzerland to kill everyone attending a science meeting. Michael manages to bring 
the main target onto a lift going down the mountain where the meeting was held, only to be confronted by Fritz, who had a bomb 
and was ready to die for the Nazis. The two boys battle it out, but eventually, Fritz is swept away by an avalanche. Michael saves 
the scientist and escapes to Great Britain where his parents are waiting. Then he writes down all the blueprints of the plane that 
he memorized. 
 
The book is based on real facts. The Germans were developing the Messerschmidt Me262, the first jet plane, and the allies    
needed to find out about it.  
 
The book is written from Michael’s point of view. This allows the reader to understand the hard decisions he has to make, as well 
as feel his emotions. Likewise, the reader can understand how Michael sees other characters, and how he connects, especially 
with Simon. Throughout the book, it becomes clear how difficult life was back then, and that sacrifices had to be made, which is a 
major theme. 
 
I would recommend this book to anyone who enjoys historical fiction or adventure. It is a great book to understand the sacrifices 
made during a war.  
 
— Thomas (Gr. 8) 
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